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Overview

Effort within the LHC Top Working group to compare ATLAS and CMS Monte 
Carlo samples, and gain the ability to run each experiments’ Monte Carlo 
samples within the others’ software framework.
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Physics Motivation

Monte Carlo are important parts of analyses both as input to analyses and for 
comparisons. 

Outstanding questions:

○ How similar are the Standard Model predictions we are comparing to?
○ Do the ATLAS + CMS predictions agree within the stated uncertainties?
○ Are the quoted uncertainties similar to each other?
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Technical goals

Understand Monte Carlo production - reproduce each experiment’s Monte Carlo 
samples within the other experiment’s software framework

Share samples across experiments for direct comparisons

● Various (possible) levels of sharing
○ Settings         - each experiment produces the other’s samples within their own framework
○ LHE files    -  use common Matrix Element calculations, each experiment showers + 

hadronizes ( + detector simulation + reco….) separately
○ HEPMC files  - fully common samples which can be compared directly at particle-level or 

simulated within each experiment.  
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Work Done So Far

Focus has been on comparing settings, reproducing output in other experiments’ 
software framework, understanding physics differences. Even this aspect is not 
so developed (first public comparisons of nominal samples only presented in 
May).
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Sharing so far has been small-scale and private (direct user to user) of settings, 
LHE files, and Yoda files. 

LHE file sharing mostly for validation purposes - not yet running large samples 
on identical LHE inputs.
I am not aware of infrastructure for scaling this up to large production (but I do 
not claim to be an expert and may just be ignorant ).



Common Samples

Use cases:

1. For understanding the physics goals mentioned on the motivation slide 
ideally we could reuse other experiments’ samples rather than regenerating
a. We have shown that we can reproduce each other’s settings, but this is not necessarily the 

most efficient,
b. If we want to compare behaviour to high precision or in corners of phase space
c. If we want to compare many samples (all systematics)
d. Running on common inputs ensures differences don’t creep in by accident

2. Common samples with agreed upon settings
a. Seems more likely for LHE files than for full events
b. Re-use of LHE files already being done within ATLAS for Powheg samples
c. Have run over small samples of LHE file from either experiment but have not tried scaling up7



Sharing of LHE samples
Seems most likely, Matrix Element calculation settings already very close for 
nominal samples. (Generally less subject to experimental tuning)
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Physics results tested so far (still very limited) 
agree well for the two nominal Matrix Element 
settings 

→ Agreement on common settings may be 
possible  (500 M+ events?)

Alternative samples (MG5_MC@NLO, Sherpa) 
not yet tested. 



Shower Settings

Each experiment more particular about how it tunes it’s shower MC
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Appears to give rise to the differences 
observed (so far) between ATLAS and 
CMS samples

Coming to any agreement on common 
settings might be more difficult. 

In any case probably want to keep 
alternate samples tuned with different 
methodologies

Nonetheless the ability to share across 
experiments may facilitate studies



Summary

The work done so far for the common ATLAS + CMS ttbar Monte Carlo sample 
has been done at small scale for a single sample, passing information and files 
across experiments by direct personal communication

Two possible use cases of developing the common infrastructure are 

1) To facilitate these kinds of studies directly, (LHE + HEPMC could be useful)

2) To provide common samples that reduce CPU usage (likely LHE only)
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From my point of view

It would be nice to have samples available at all levels 

- Setting print outs, LHE files, HEPMC files

Available between both experiments (and to the public!)

CPU efficiencies is one potentially useful aspect of sharing common samples, 
but may also help with the ease of physics comparisons.
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